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This thesis presents the design and development of a fully autonomous surface vessel for
use as a research platform for the Office of Naval Research and as a competition entry to
the International Maritime RobotX Challenge in 2014 and 2016. The author’s
contributions to this include the development of safety systems, power distribution
systems, communications software, tasking software, and planning algorithms. The
results of these developments include a hardware based safety system, a modular power
and health monitoring system, an easy to use autoconfiguring inter-process
communications stack, a dynamic tasking engine, and a comparison of two solutions to
planning with a kinodynamically constrained vehicle. Several recommendations are made
for future work including combining the two planning algorithms and expanding the
tasking framework to include multiple vehicles.
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Chapter I
Introduction
This thesis presents the design and development of an autonomous surface vessel
as both a research and development platform as well an entry into the Maritime RobotX
competition sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR). The development of the
vessel, affectionately named Minion, has been a multi-year engineering challenge
covering all aspects of autonomous vehicle development, from concept to prototype, and
on to a fully implemented system.
The work for this thesis was performed over the course of two design cycles. The
first “2014” cycle took place from October 2013 to October 2014. The second “2016”
cycle took place from November 2014 to December 2016. The work is documented in the
appendices with expanded detail in the Methodology and Results sections.
Significance of the Study
The United States Navy Unmanned Systems Integrated Roadmap 2013-2038 calls
for technological developments in key areas for unmanned systems. The Minion platform
presents solutions in four of these areas: Interoperability and Modularity, Communication
Systems, Autonomy and Cognitive Behavior, and High-Performance Computing. The
roadmap also calls for efforts in International Cooperation. Minion works towards this
goal by participating in the Maritime RobotX challenges arranged by ONR.
The vessel enables further research in naval navigation, sensing, and autonomy by
providing a modular, extensible platform for development of both software and hardware.
This allows solutions to other areas of the roadmap to also be explored (i.e. Persistent
Resilience).
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Statement of the Problem
The Minion platform was designed to develop the technology areas in the
Unmanned System roadmap as expressed by the ONR Maritime RobotX challenges.
Requirements enabling future development outside of the challenges are also considered.
The areas addressed by the platform include Interoperability and Modularity,
Communication Systems, Autonomy and Cognitive Behavior, and High-Performance
Computing.
Maritime RobotX Challenge. The Maritime RobotX Challenge is an
international competition sponsored by the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems
International (AUVSI) and ONR. The challenge is intended to advance the state of the art
and foster cooperation and innovation in unmanned surface vehicle (USV) development.
Key areas of interest are the development of advanced perception and planning
algorithms, multiple heterogeneous vehicle cooperation, and naval autonomy.
The inaugural challenge took place in October 2014 in Singapore with fifteen
teams from five pacific rim countries. The teams were tasked with designing and
implementing a 16ft autonomous surface vehicle that could complete five tasks:
navigation channel, docking, scan the code, pinger identification, and obstacle field.
The navigation channel consisted of a set of entry and exit gates that were
required to be successfully navigated in order. To dock, the vessel needed to identify the
correct dock bay and successfully enter and exit the bay. Scan the code involved finding a
tower buoy and reading a series of flashing lights. The pinger identification task is
completed by locating an underwater acoustic ping source. Finally, the vehicle needed to
transit through an obstacle field. Descriptions of these tasks can be found in Appendix A.
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The second challenge was hosted during December 2016 in Hawaii. Thirteen
teams competed in a series of dynamic tasks. The tasks were similar to the 2014 event;
however, they were combined dynamically by requiring that information obtained from
one task be used to complete another task. For example, to know in which bay to dock,
the vessel would need to correctly identify the scan the code sequence. To complete these
tasks, a higher level of tasking autonomy was required.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a system that could compete in the MRC
as well as enable future research in areas of interest to the Navy, as outlined in the
Unmanned Systems Integrated Roadmap. Several engineering challenges need to be
addressed to accomplish this. Vehicle hardware for structural, electrical, propulsion,
safety, sensors, and communication systems need to be designed. Software and
algorithms for sensor processing, communications, tasking, planning, and navigation also
need to be developed
The development of the Minion platform was a multi-year engineering endeavor
with many contributors. This document outlines four of the areas where the author was
the primary contributor in solving the challenges faced in developing this fully
autonomous vessel. The four areas outlined are: power and safety systems,
communication systems, tasking algorithms, and planning algorithms.
This work took place in two design cycles. The development of the platform in its
entirety during each design cycle, as well additional technical discussion of different
areas of development are available in the appendices.
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Delimitations
The author served as Technical Lead and then Project Lead for the Minion surface
vessel and has been involved in all aspects of the project since its inception, including the
design and implementation of vehicle hardware systems, power and safety systems,
software systems, and algorithm development. The author also provided significant
support in writing successful competition and research proposals.
The appendices provide previously published papers describing the MRC, the
original 2014 design, the improved 2016 design, and a comparison between the planning
methods used in 2014 and 2016. The original publications can be found in appendices A,
B, C, D, and E.
The authors areas of contribution will be discussed in detail. For this thesis the
authors primary areas of contribution were power and safety systems, as well as
communications, tasking, and planning software. Other areas of vehicle development
may be discussed for understanding of the system as a whole, or development of
requirements.
List of Acronyms
ONR

Office of Naval Research

AUVSI

Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International

MRC

Maritime RobotX Challenge

ASV

Autonomous Surface Vessel (Vehicle)

USV

Unmanned Surface Vessel (Vehicle)

UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

LIDAR

Light Detection and Ranging
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Chapter II
Review of Appendices
The work produced during the course of the thesis is presented in appendices AG. Appendices A-D are papers published documenting the development of the 2014 and
2016 versions of the Minion ASV. Appendix E documents the two algorithms used for
path planning. Appendices F and G document the power and safety electrical diagrams
used in both versions. The following sections detail the thesis authors contributions to
each appendix and a review of 2014 design, the 2016 design, and the path planning
software as discussed in the appendices.
Author Contribution
The author was a primary author and editor to all appendices. The technical
contributions to each appendix are outlined below.
Appendix A. The author contributions were in the path planning algorithms and
results.
Appendix B. The author’s contributions were in safety and power distribution,
communication systems design and implementation, and the design and implementation
of the path planning, controls, and tasking software.
Appendix C. The author was a primary contributor to the undercarriage, the
communications architecture, the path planning, and the tasking software.
Appendix D. The author was a primary contributor to the safety and propulsion
systems, modular mounting and undercarriage hardware, and the communication,
tasking, and path planning software.
Appendix E. The author was the primary contributor of this work.
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Appendix F. The author was the primary contributor of this work.
Appendix G. The author was the primary contributor of this work.
2014 Appendices
The 2014 design, as seen in Figure 2.1, focused on developing an autonomous
surface vessel for entry into the inaugural MRC. To complete the challenges, the vessel
needed to be outfitted with sensing, propulsion, and safety hardware. The vessel also
required perception, navigation, communication, and tasking software.

Figure 2.1 Completed design of the 2014 Minion surface vessel.

For the 2014 competition, Minion was equipped with a 32 beam LIDAR, a
precision localization system, two cameras, a prototype rim driven electric propulsion
system, multiple wireless data communication links, a wireless command and control
link, a fail-safe safety system with local and remote activation, and four high
performance computers. Minion was also outfitted with a custom developed autonomy
software package including modules for processing LIDAR and camera data, health
monitoring, path-planning, controls, and tasking. Appendix A provides an overview of
the initial hardware selection, software architecture, and implementation details and
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initial results for an iterative trajectory path planning algorithm. Appendix B documents
the completed 2014 Minion system.
2016 Appendices
The 2016 design focused on upgrading the 2014 system to be modular and
extensible, and to have enhanced perception and autonomy. The goal was to create a
naval research platform for use in perception, navigation, teaming, and controls research.
To this end, the system was redesigned by moving all existing hardware off the payload
tray to an undercarriage, freeing the payload tray for future payloads, such as an onboard
UAV for aerial operations. Modular hardware mounting points are added for hardware
extensibility. The sensing systems were modified to increase the sensing horizon and
sensor fidelity. The propulsion system was upgraded using motor controllers developed
in house. Additionally, the computing hardware was replaced with two high performance
workstations with dedicated graphics processing to enable the use of highly parallel
vision algorithms like convolutional neural networks. The completed redesign can be
seen in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2:2 CAD Rendering of the completed redesign of Minion in 2016.
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There were also significant changes made to the onboard autonomy software. The
communications architecture was overhauled to enable an advanced, inter-process,
headless communication backbone with an easy-to-use front end. A new tasking
framework was implemented to enable dynamic task selection and goal maximization.
The new framework also enables extensibility to multiple vehicle tasking, enabling teams
of autonomous vehicles to be managed through the same framework. The perception
software was upgraded to enable the use of higher performing classification techniques.
Finally, the path planning algorithms are replaced by a kinematically constrained A* grid
search.
Additionally, for entry to the 2016 Maritime RobotX challenge, the platform was
outfitted with a stabilized air cannon and a tethered submersible. The platform was also
outfitted with a very short baseline hydrophone array. Software modules were also
developed for these additional subsystems.
Appendix C presents the design rationale behind the undercarriage, the
communications architecture, and the tasking algorithms. Appendix D documents the
entire Minion platform as presented at the 2016 Maritime RobotX Challenge.
Path Planning Appendix
A major piece of the development of the Minion surface vessel was the
development of a kinodynamically aware path planner. This allows the vessel to create a
motion plan through its perceived environment that it is physically able to achieve. In the
2014 and 2016 systems, two separate planning techniques were implemented. The 2014
design implemented an iterative trajectory approach that produces an optimal solution in
an open environment and a semi-optimal solution in a cluttered environment. The 2016
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design implemented a kinematically constrained A* grid search which produces semioptimal solutions in all environments.
Both algorithms suffer from exponential growth in computational complexity as
the environment changes. The 2014 method suffers exponential growth as a function of
the number of objects in the environment, whereas the 2016 algorithm suffers
exponential growth as the size of the environment grows. Appendix E details and
compares the 2014 and 2016 algorithms and shows that in open environments, such as a
seaway, the 2014 algorithm performs better, whereas in closed or cluttered environments
the 2016 algorithm performs better. A combination of these algorithms may be optimal.
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Chapter III
Methodology
The 2014 and 2016 design cycles followed similar yet distinct design
methodologies. This chapter will review the design methodologies used for both cycles
separately.
2014 Methodology
The short 12-month design time for the 2014 cycle required a much faster
iteration rate on design concepts than the 2016 cycle. This led to a design that was tightly
coupled in hardware and software.
Hardware development was split into two categories: testing critical hardware and
all other hardware. Testing critical hardware was hardware that was needed to perform
software tests of the platform (i.e. thrusters). Other hardware, such as cameras, were
specific to the challenges that the vessel needed to perform. Hardware development
focused on getting a deployable system in the water for testing as soon as possible. After
a deployable system was achieved, iterative design was used to refine the hardware
systems and to add non-critical hardware.
Software development relied heavily on having a functioning platform for testing.
The software architecture employed uses an event driven, self-monitoring, distributed
computing structure designed to allow for the buildup of features through design
iteration. This allowed scalability in complexity as the system was iteratively tested and
hardware was added.
Developing the system in this manner allowed for a small team to quickly design,
build, and test successive iterations of the platform. It also allowed for graceful
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degradation in the event or hardware or software failures. In the event of a failure the
system could revert to an earlier iteration.
Power and Safety System. The power and safety systems were designed with
multiple requirements in mind:
•

Safety system shall be able to be disabled from multiple input sources
including the command and control link, the onboard computer, and manual
emergency stop button press.

•

Safety system shall be able to be disabled using a commercial off the shelf
emergency stop solution.

•

Power system shall be able to operate at two different input voltage ranges:
22V to 29V and 44V to 58V.

•

Power system shall provide 24V and 12V power regulation for subsystems.

•

Power system shall provide shutoff capability for each regulated output.

•

Power system shall provide fusing for each regulated output.

The safety system needed to be able to shutoff power to all electromechanical
systems to effectively “kill” the vehicle to prevent damage and danger to life and limb.
The safety system needed to be independent of the other power systems to accomplish
this. It needed to be able to operate at all input voltage ranges. Finally, the safety system
needed to be based in hardware and not software. This prevents software malfunctions
from preventing the safety system from activating.
In addition to the power regulation requirements, the power and safety system
needed had two other functions: remote monitoring, and motor communication. The input
and output voltages and currents are all needed to be measured and reported to the
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computer system. The state of the safety system also need to be monitored. Command
and control of the motors was run through the power and safety system so that the safety
system could do “soft” overrides of the motor controls which allow for disabling the
motors without power loss. The motor control system needed to be able to produce
isolated digital or analog outputs depending on the motors in use.
The power, safety, monitoring, and motor command systems were designed into
the same circuit board. The circuits were then printed, assembled, tested, and redesigned
iteratively.
Communication Software. The communication software system was designed
to be used on an IP protocol. All subsystems on the platform were required to have an
Ethernet connection to the main computer. This was accomplished by either designing an
Ethernet interface board (such as a serial to Ethernet adaptor) or buying components that
were already Ethernet capable. The Ethernet requirement greatly increased the reliability
of communicating with each subsystem.
The communication between subsystems and software modules was assumed to
be single source single destination or point to point. These connections were hardcoded
into the software. This meant that once a configuration was selected it became very rigid
but very reliable. As new modules were created the connections to older subsystems were
programmed into both the new module and the existing modules.
Tasking Software. The tasking software, or mission controller, was written as a
linear script that complete tasks in a preprogrammed, pre-timed, and predictable manner.
Each task was individually scripted and assembled into a master script in a predefined
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order. The tasking software also needed the capability to monitor task progress,
environment layout, and vehicle status. This was accomplished using a monitoring GUI.
Planning Algorithm. The planning algorithm for Minion was designed using
several assumptions:
•

Open environment free of navigation traps (e.g. no channels with dead ends)

•

All obstacles can be treated as circles or a series of circles

•

The kinodynamics of the platform are those of a constant velocity differential
vehicle (a Dubins Car).

The planner uses vehicle state information, environment information, and the
desired waypoint (heading and position) and attempts to calculate the shortest distance
and shortest time path. The algorithm works by calculating Dubins curves between
waypoints which the platform then follows.
The optimal Dubins curve is calculated to find a path between a start and end
pose. The path is checked to be free of obstacles. If an obstacle collision is detected, then
the algorithm generates set of intermediate poses between the start and end pose. The
optimal Dubins curve between these intermediate poses and the end pose are calculated.
The process repeats until all intermediate paths reach the end pose with no obstacle
collisions. The shortest of the paths generated is selected as the path the vehicle will
follow. This process is then repeated indefinitely to consider new environment
information.
2016 Methodology
The 2016 design cycle followed a similar methodology to the 2014 cycle with
some critical differences. During the 2014 design cycle the strong coupling between
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hardware availability and software testability led to a dependency on hardware reliability
that was not always achievable. To alleviate this dependency the software design cycle
was separated from the hardware design cycle.
This separation was achieved using two methods. The first method was the
development of simulators for initial software testing. This allowed software modules to
be tested independent of hardware. The second method was to preserve the hardware
functionality of the 2014 platform during the development of the 2016 hardware. This
allowed software to be tested on hardware separate from hardware development. The
loosening of the dependency between hardware and software testing enabled a much
larger team to work on many subprojects in parallel.
The lessons learned from the 2014 design cycle informed the requirements of both
the hardware and software design for the 2016 design cycle. For example, during the
2014 design cycle many of the electrical power and safety systems were located on the
same circuit board. Failure of one system on this board required replacement of all
system. During the 2016 cycle, the systems were separated reducing cost and downtime
while increasing reliability.
Power and Safety System. The methodology for the power and safety systems
changed during the 2016 design cycle to incorporate lessons learned from the 2014
design cycle. The implementation of the safety, power, monitoring, and motor control
systems onto one board proved to be expensive and unreliable. A failure of one system
required replacing all the systems even though they had not failed. Also, failure of one
system could cause failure of another system during the repair process. Finally, the 2014
cycle developed two different systems to accommodate the multiple voltage ranges. This
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also increased cost and reduced reliability. For the 2016 design cycle the power systems,
safety and motor command systems, and monitoring systems were all separated.
The safety and motor control systems were combined into a single system that
could operate at all input ranges. Several design improvements were made to the safety
system to prevent electrical failures (such as gate overvoltage).
The power system was distributed into individual modules for each subsystem
being powered. This allowed subsystem to be added retroactively and increased platform
flexibility. Each module was capable of an ultrawide input voltage range covering all
required ranges. This removed the necessity of trading out components to operate at
multiple voltage ranges created by the 2014 design. Each module was also equipped with
a control line to enable shutoff, output over and under voltage protection, and output
overcurrent protection.
The distributed power system was monitored by a monitoring circuit equipped
with systems to activate the shutoff control line of each power module, as well as an
Ethernet link to report system status to the computer. The monitoring system was
integrated into the 2016 designs computing system, so it also monitored the computing
systems temperatures, power regulation, fans, and liquid cooling loop.
Communication Software. During the 2016 design cycle the communication
software underwent a major rework in concept and design. The 2014 systems single
source single destination preprogrammed communication software led to a very rigid
design that had a tendency to break if the system was reconfigured. As the system
became more complex reconfiguration became more difficult up to impossible. The
system also had the downside of having a very steep learning curve for new team
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members, limiting the number of programmers who were capable of making changes to
the information sent between modules.
To solve this the software was redesigned to automatically configure itself and for
ease of use. Each module would notify the others of the data messages that it wanted to
send and receive using IP multicast groups. The modules would then create point to point
UDP data links with each other based on this broadcast. Once communication was
established each module would monitor the link and shutoff links that were determined to
be “dead”.
The using this communication backbone, several other features were
implemented. First messages could be sent sequentially. If a data stream was designated
as sequential then the underlying system would attempt to guarantee delivery of packets
to the user in the same order as they were sent. Second, messages could require
acknowledgement. This allows the sending module to confirm that the receiving module
has received the message that it sent. This removes the need to spam repeated messages
between modules to guarantee message receipt.
The communication system was made available to users as the Minion Core
software library. The library provided two key features for usability: the message
manager and polymorphic send and receive blocks. The message manager enabled users
to create a new type of data message and automatically integrate that into the send and
receive functions. This means that the user only needed to know what type of data they
wanted to send or receive, not how to package it, where it needed to go, or where it was
coming from. The polymorphic send and receive functions meant that while coding they
only need to use two functions to interface with the communications. They would call
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send when they wanted to send a data packet, and receive when they wanted to receive a
data packet.
Tasking Software. The linear, predefined tasking software from the 2014 cycle
performed well. However, it was not very capable in dynamic situations such as those
presented in the 2016 challenges. To cope with this a new tasking system was created:
Minion Task.
Minion Task was a framework that allowed users to develop new missions in the
abstract by defining tasks and storing data into a query-able database. Missions were
accomplished by completing various tasks. The tasks were defined a priori by the user.
Each task consisted of three functions: an initialization, a ready, and a main. Tasks each
had a database entry which they could use to store and query information. Tasks could
also query information from other tasks database entry. In this way they could share
information about the mission state.
Mission Task used an adaptive task selection system to determine which task was
to be run at any given time. At the start of a mission, the system would enter a search
mode. On each iteration of this search the ready function of each task would be called.
The ready method returned a logical value indicating whether the task had enough
information to be completed and what score could be earned, as well as an estimate of
how long it would take to complete the task. The score was measure of how valuable it
would be to perform the task with the information currently available to the vehicle.
After evaluating the ready methods for each task, the task selection engine
attempted to select the task most likely to generate the maximum task score per time to
complete, expressed in points per second (PPS). The task with the highest PPS would be
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selected and its main function would be run, handing control of the platform to the task.
If uncompleted tasks had been found but none are ready, the probable point values are
compared to a minimum point value. If any task exceeded this point value, the task with
the highest PPS would be initiated. The minimum point value setting helped to prevent
prematurely attempting tasks at low point values, instead reserving those tasks until
sufficient information was available to raise the probable score. If the mission time was
running low, the minimum point value would set to one, ensuring that any task likely to
return a score will be available for execution when time was a critical factor.
During the mission task locations may not have been known a priori. For
example, if the task was to dock with a floating platform but the location of the floating
platform was unknown. In this case the tasking search attempted to cover as much area as
possible. When a floating platform was identified the task would flag its ready function
and then be run. The tasking engine would trade between perform searches and
completing tasks until the mission time ran out or all tasks were complete.
Planning Algorithm. The planning algorithm for the 2016 cycle attempted to
address two shortcomings of the 2014 algorithm. The first shortcoming was representing
objects solely as circles or groups of circles. It was desirable to represent objects as
polygons in other modules. Polygons also provided a better representation of the objects
in the environment and therefore a clearer picture of the open and closed configuration
spaces. The second shortcoming was the exponential growth in computation time needed
as the algorithm iterated. While this was mitigated with several workarounds, it was still
possible for the algorithm to effectively stall, which required breaking out of the path
search and returning no path found.
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The algorithm for the 2016 cycle generated radius constrained paths that met the
kinodynamic requirements of the Dubins Car using a traditional A* grid search. The
search was performed over a 3D-grid representing discrete positions and headings. The
turning radius constraint was enforced by limiting the neighbors that are available using
the current heading of the path.
The algorithm followed the same procedure as any A* algorithm. Several
modifications to the algorithm were made. First, the end pose was transformed to be at
the origin of the Cartesian plane with a heading of zero. This was done to simplify the
heuristic math and reduce the size of the search grid. The same transform was applied to
the start pose. Second, when a node was being expanded the neighbors available to that
node were limited. Normally the neighbors are limited solely by the connectivity graph.
In the modified algorithm the neighbors were also limited by the amount of heading
change that occurred recently in the search. This additional limitation enforced the
minimum turn radius constraint imposed by the Dubins Car assumption.
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Chapter IV
Results
The presented results of the 2014 and 2016 designs will focus in the authors
primary areas of contribution. These areas include safety and power systems,
communication software, tasking software, and planning algorithms. For a description of
the entire platform refer to the appendices.
2014 Design
The 2014 design is presented in Appendix B.
Power and Safety System. During the 2014 design cycle the safety and power
systems were designed as a single circuit board, seen as a composite of layers in Figure
4.1.

Figure 4.1 Four-layer composite of the completed power and safety system circuit board.
Top layer is shown in red. Bottom layer is shown in blue.

The board was designed to support either the 20-29V or the 40-58V range. This
was accomplished by swapping out the 5V, 12V, and 24V regulators on the board. The
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communication, monitoring, fusing, and motor control circuits were designed to work
over all voltage ranges without swapping out components.
The hardware safety logic is shown in Figure 4.2. The safety circuit was designed
so that there was no software in the loop. To support the ability to trigger from multiple
inputs a series of or-ed N-type FETs were used. The ultra-wide voltage range was
supported by designating FET that can handle a drain-source voltage of at least 60V and
a gate source voltage of at least 15V. This enabled the battery voltage to be applied
directly to the safety circuit, simplifying the design, reducing the components, and
minimizing potential failure points.

Figure 4.2 Emergency stop circuit diagram. Inputs are concatenated in an or-ing scheme
to allow multiple circuit triggers.

The input to each set of gates was an active high 5V logic signal. For the safety
system to be disengaged a HIGH needed to be applied to each input. This design
prevented the system from being in an energized or unsafe state unless all sources of
emergency stop signal indicated that the system should be active. The circuit was
designed to accept four sources: A manual button loop, an onboard microcontroller, the
radio control link, and an external input. The manual button loop and the radio control
link were mandatory inputs. Using jumpers, the remaining two inputs could be selected.
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The external input was never actually used in the 2014 design cycle. The radio control
emergency signal required an additional circuit shown in Figure 4.3. The radio control
emergency stop circuit converted the RC-PWM signal from the radio receiver into the 5V
logic signal used by the emergency stop circuit.

Figure 4.3 Radio control emergency stop circuit. Takes a RC-PWM signal as input and
produces a 5V logic signal as output.

The output of the 12V and 24V regulators was split into multiple output lines
which were monitored and controlled using the fusing and shutoff circuit shown in Figure
4.4. This circuit provided a mini blade fuse, shutoff capability, and current monitoring for
each output, while minimizing the number of high cost regulators needed.

Figure 4.4 Generic fusing and shutoff circuit (24V version shown). Each independent
output is equipped with this circuit.
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Communication Software. The 2014 communication software was design as a
single source single destination point to point protocol using the UDP over Ethernet IP.
Each message was individually encoded and sent as a datagram. Figure 4.5 shows how a
message was sent. First the message was manually packed in a binary format, then a
header, message type, and message length are affixed to the front of the datagram and the
data was sent over UDP.

Figure 4.5 Sending a message in the 2014 communication software. Each message data
packet had to be manually constructed.

Data packets were received using a case structure to sort different message. The
header was stripped off the data packet and the appropriate message type was determined.
The message was then manually reconstructed and sent to be used by the rest of the
module. This process is shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6 Receiving a message in the 2014 communication software. Each message
must be manually decoded.
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Figure 4.7 shows the process necessary to send a single message to multiple
destinations. Each destination must be known to the programmer and its IP address and
port must be programmed.

Figure 4.7 Sending a message to multiple destinations in the 2014 communication
software. Each destination IP address and port must be manually specified.

Tasking Software. The tasking software for the 2014 design cycle was
constructed of a series of tasks that were executed in sequence until all were complete.
Tasks were prescripted by the user and the order of execution was hardcoded before
mission start. The flow diagram for this is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 The software flow diagram for the 2014 tasking software. The software
followed a very linear process from mission start to end.
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Planning Algorithm. The planning algorithm used in the 2014 design cycle was
an iterative trajectory planner that composed a path as a series of Dubin’s curves. For
detailed methodology, results, and discussion see Appendix E. An example Dubin’s
curve in an obstacle free environment can be seen in Figure 4.9.
Pose (0.0,0.0,0.00) to Pose (-5.0,0.0,3.14)
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Figure 4.9 Dubin’s Curve transferring between a pose of (0, 0, 0) to a pose of (-5, 0, π).
This curve is the shortest possible path with a minimum turning radius of 7 meters.

Figure 4.10 shows the result of using the iterative trajectory planner in an
environment containing obstacles. The planner successfully creates a radius constrained
path around obstacles that navigates from the start to end poses.
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Figure 4.10 Iterative trajectory path of constructed of Dubins curves to navigate around
obstacles.
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2016 Design
The 2016 design is presented in Appendix D.
Power and Safety System. During the 2016 design cycle the power and safety
systems were overhauled in order to separate the safety and motor control system from
the power regulation systems. This was done to reduce the need to replace undamaged
components when replacing the circuit board during testing. This reduced complexity and
cost, and increased system reliability. This redesign resulted in the power and safety
system being split into three separate systems: safety and motor control, health
monitoring, and power regulation.
Figure 4.11 shows the safety and motor control circuit board. These systems were
similar to the 2014 system with minor improvements. The board had outputs to three
digital or analog motors and three servos. The board also had inputs for the button loop,
external emergency stop, radio receiver, and a temperature sensor. There was also an
Ethernet connection for communication with the main computer.

Figure 4.11 Motor Control and Safety Board.
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The safety circuit was modified by adding a clamping diode to the gate of each Ntype FET. This prevented gate overvoltage and reduced system failures. This
modification is shown in Figure 4.12

Figure 4.12 Emergency stop circuit diagram. Added clamping diodes to prevent
damaging voltages are highlighted.

Figure 4.13 shows the health monitoring board. This board had 12 shutoff signals
for external regulators and inputs for communicating with the computer power supplies
and temperature sensors. There was also an Ethernet connection for communication with
the main computer.

Figure 4.13 Health Monitoring Board.

Figure 4.14 shows the individual modules used for power regulation. These
modules were controlled by the health monitoring board. Using individual modules for
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each hardware subsystem made the addition of subsystems easier and reduced the
chances of one subsystem failure from taking out the entire platform. Each module is an
isolated DC-DC regulator with remote shutoff, output over voltage, input overvoltage,
input under voltage, and output over current protection.

Figure 4.14 Power regulation module. 5V, 12V, and 24V varieties are used to supply
power to individual hardware systems.

Communication Software. The communication software was completely
redesigned for the 2016 design cycle. The resulting design was an inter-process
communication backbone with autoconfiguration and message management. Users were
able to send and receive messages using polymorphic functions instead of hardcoded
messages. A complete program capable of sending and receiving messages is shown in
Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 Minion Core communication software setup. Sending and receiving of
messages is done polymorphically with minimal user configuration.
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The messages that users send and receive were managed using a simple user
interface. This interface, shown in Figure 4.16, enabled users to configure a message
without having to change anything programmatically, improving ease of use.

Figure 4.16 Minion Core message manager.

For detailed methodology, results, and discussion on Minion Core see Appendix
C.
Tasking Software. The tasking software for the 2016 design cycle was
redesigned to enable an adaptive task framework. The new framework was designed
around a query-able database and a tasking engine. Each task was defined by the user
using three functions: an initialization routine, a ready routine, and a main routine. When
a mission was started the framework would run each initialization routine and then enter
a search method.
The search method was the platforms idle routine, when not performing a specific
task the platform was directed to search its operating area. This enabled the platform for
to discover its environment. During this search the tasking engine continuously checked
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the ready routines of each task. If a task was ready to run it would be selected and run.
This software flow is shown in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17 The software flow diagram for Minion Task.

For detailed methodology, results, and discussion on Minion Task see Appendix
C.
Planning Algorithm. The planning algorithm used in the 2016 design cycle was
a modified A* search through a 3D grid of positions and headings. For detailed
methodology, results, and discussion on this algorithm see Appendix E. An example path
generated in an obstacle free environment can be seen in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18 A* generated path transferring between a pose of (0, 0, 0) to a pose of (0, 0,
π). This curve is the shortest possible path with a minimum turning radius of 1 meters.
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Figure 4.19 shows the result of using the A* planner in an environment containing
obstacles. The planner successfully creates a radius constrained path around obstacles
that navigates from the start to end poses.

Figure 4.19 Path generated through obstacles using A* planner.
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Chapter V
Discussion, Conclusions
This chapter discusses some of the lessons learned in the 2014 design cycle and
differences between the 2014 and 2016 designs focused on the areas of contribution.
Discussion
Several lessons were learned while evaluating the results of the 2014 design
cycle. The first such lesson was artificial dependence between systems. This was
encountered in the power and safety systems. The motor control, safety control, and
power regulation circuits were all located on the same board. This causes a failure in one
system to result in the replacement of multiple systems. It also prevented the work in
developing the systems from being done in parallel.
This was mitigated in the 2016 design by breaking this dependence and splitting
the systems into three: the motor control and safety system, health monitoring, and power
regulation. Doing so greatly reduced downtime and simplified repairs in the event of a
failure. By using independent, external, power regulation modules a greater degree of
hardware flexibility was achieved. The separation of these systems allowed the design of
each system to be iterated separately, increasing the number of design-test-integrate
cycles.
Another lesson learned was in the communications architecture. The rigid
preprogrammed point-to-point architecture did not allow for flexibility in configuration
and greatly increase the barrier to entry for new programmers. This produced greater
downtime and confusion when systems did not work correctly and reduce the amount of
parallelism in software development due to having fewer programmers.
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The 2016 design addressed this by greatly simplifying the user experience of
programming communication between modules. Part of this simplification was to make
the entire communication system entirely auto configurable. This greatly increases
system flexibility. The use of polymorphic functions for messaging abstracted many of
the messaging details from the user, further simplifying the user experience.
The third lesson learned from the 2014 design cycle was the lack of flexibility in
task and mission configuration that the linear step by step nature of the tasking software
produced. The preprogrammed nature of the tasks also prevented multiple users from
defining and implementing tasks.
This was solved in the 2016 design cycle by introducing a tasking framework that
provided a configurable tasking engine and database. Tasks could be programmed and
inserted into the available tasks list and would be run by the tasking engine when
appropriate conditions were met. This greatly improved the flexibility of the platform to
perform dynamic tasks. It also enabled the platform to perform tasks that were data
dependent on one another.
Finally, the exponential nature of the iterative trajectory planning algorithm led to
failures in finding appropriate paths in a predictable amount of time. This could lead to
the platform being unable to complete a task.
The kinodynamically constrained A* algorithm designed during the 2016 cycle
addressed this by reducing the exponential growth rate and limiting the number of
expanded cells to the number of cells in the grid. This produced an upper bound on the
algorithm runtime.
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Conclusions
The Minion surface vessel is designed as a research platform for naval autonomy
that furthers the development of technology in the areas of Interoperability and
Modularity, Communication Systems, Autonomy and Cognitive Behavior, and HighPerformance Computing. These areas are defined by the United States Navy as areas of
interest for technological development.
This thesis focuses on four areas that were critical in the development of Minion:
power and safety, communication, tasking, and planning. These four areas were
addressed in two separate design cycles. Lessons learned from the first design cycle were
used to inform and modify the design for the second design cycle.
In the area of power and safety, a software independent safety system was
designed. The system was capable of taking inputs from multiple sources and producing a
single shutoff signal for the platform. The power systems were constructed of a single
independent isolated module for each hardware subsystem connected to a central health
monitoring board.
The communication system was originally designed as a single source single
destination UDP protocol. It was then redesigned as an autoconfigurable inter-process
communication framework that presented an easy to use interface to users while
providing advanced functionality and a high degree of flexibility.
The tasking system evolved from a pre-scripted linear step by step method into a
dynamic tasking framework and database. Tasks were configurable independent of the
tasking engine and were then capable of being loaded and run once the proper conditions
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were met. This enable far greater flexibility in the types of tasks that could be run and in
the data dependency between tasks.
The planning algorithms developed in each design cycle showed different
advantages in different scenarios. The iterative trajectory planner was advantageous in
open sparsely populated environments and the A* planner was advantageous in dense or
closed environments. A combination of the algorithms may be able to harness the
advantages of both.
The Minion platform has competed twice in international competitions (earning
fourth place overall both times among other awards), and has attracted over $1.3 million
from the Office of Naval research and the Florida Department of Transportation in grants
and contracts.
Recommendations
For the continuing development of the platform the author has several
recommendations. First, it is recommended that support for two separate input voltage
ranges is dropped and one range be selected. This would reduce part cost and alleviate
several development problems. The 40 to 58V range is recommended.
The second recommendation is the extension of the tasking framework to
allowing for tasks to be distributed across multiple vehicles. A possible Framework for
this is presented in appendix C.
The final recommendation is attempting a combination of both path planning
algorithms. It should be possible to use an A* search method grafted onto the iterative
trajectory planner to reduce the number of branches taken. This could fix growth issues
while preserving the path quality of the iterative planner.
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